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Packaging in context



US contribution to marine plastics

https://doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.abd0288 (2020)

https://doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.abd0288


Mismanaged “recycling”

Photos: Megan Ponder



Material attributes vs. life cycle impacts
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Comparing “recyclable” vs. non-recyclable 

packaging

Impact ratios (packaging with attribute/ 

packaging without attribute)



Comparing “compostable” vs. non-compostable 

packaging

Impact ratios (packaging with attribute/ 

packaging without attribute)



Oregon composters’ statement

https://www.oregon.gov/deq/mm/Documents/MessagefromComposter-En.pdf



Comparing more vs. less recycled content 

(different materials)

Impact ratios (packaging with attribute/ 

packaging without attribute)



Comparing more vs. less recycled content   

(same materials)

Impact ratios (packaging with attribute/ 

packaging without attribute)



Key Takeaways

• Most popular attributes do not correlate with reductions in environmental 

impacts

• Attributes-based decisions (and marketing) may generate mixed (and 

potentially perverse) environmental outcomes

➢ Evaluation and disclosure of environmental impacts is preferrable

• Once you’ve chosen a packaging material, increasing recycled content will 

likely reduce impacts . . . 

➢ . . . but that poses its own set of challenges . . .

Additional information at:
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/mm/production/Pages/Materials-Attributes.aspx
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Modernizing Oregon’s recycling system



Oregon’s Plastic Pollution and Recycling 

Modernization Act (SB 582, 2021)

• Comprehensive reform

• “Shared responsibility” model

• New responsibilities on local 

governments, processing 

facilities, and producers



Covered products and producers

• “Covered products” are packaging, food serviceware, and printing/writing 

paper

➢ Only if sold into & discarded in Oregon

➢ See law for additional exemptions

• For product packaging, the “producer” is typically the manufacturer of the 

packaged product

➢ Could be brand-owner or licensee (contract manufacturer)

➢ If imported, the “producer” is the importer

➢ Different standards for items sold via e-commerce

Worksheet for understanding producers, covered products and exemptions at:
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/recycling/Documents/recDecisionTree.pdf



Individual producer obligations

Join a producer responsibility organization by July 1, 2025

Report on quantity sold into Oregon by type of 

material

Join a PRO

Report on 

quantity of 
covered products

Pay fees to PRO Fees are paid to and disbursed by PRO, not DEQ



Exemptions and fees

• Exemptions for covered products

➢ e.g., on-farm packaging

➢ e.g., materials not ultimately discarded inside Oregon

• Exemptions for producers

➢ e.g., small producers

• Fees to PROs are based on:

➢ Quantity of covered products

➢ Type of covered products (materials)

➢ “Eco-modulation” criteria such as recycled content, and evaluation/disclosure of 

environmental impacts



Thank you!
More information and subscribe for updates: RecyclingAct.Oregon.gov

david.allaway@deq.oregon.gov


